To officials and employees of other departments and agencies of the Executive Branch of government, upon request, in the performance of their official duties related to the management of quality military recruitment and the recruitment of Merchant Marine personnel.

The DoD ‘Blanket Routine Uses’ that appear at the beginning of the Navy’s compilation of systems notices also apply to this system.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING, RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, RETAINING, AND DISPOSING OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

STORAGE:
Automated and paper records.

RETRIEVABILITY:
Name, Social Security Number, User id and password.

SAFEGUARDS:
Password controlled system, file, and element access based on predefined need-to-know. Physical access to terminals, terminal rooms, buildings and activities’ grounds are controlled by locked terminals and rooms, guards, personnel screening and visitor registers. The Social Security Number (SSN) is scrambled (form of encryption) to prevent unauthorized access.

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL:
Records are normally maintained for three years and then destroyed.

SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS:
Commander, Navy Recruiting Command, 5722 Integrity Drive, Millington, TN 38054–5057.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:
Individuals seeking to determine whether this system of records contains information about themselves should address written inquiries regarding active duty recruiting issues to the Commander, Navy Recruiting Command (ATTN: Privacy Act Coordinator), 5722 Integrity Drive, Millington, TN 38054–5057 or to the applicable Naval Recruiting District as listed under U.S. Government in white pages of telephone book. Letter should contain full name, address, Social Security Number and signature.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:
Individuals seeking access to records about themselves contained in this system of records should address written inquiries regarding active duty recruiting issues to the Commander, Navy Recruiting Command (ATTN: Privacy Act Coordinator), 5722 Integrity Drive, Millington, TN 38054–5057 or to the applicable Naval Recruiting District as listed under U.S. Government in white pages of telephone book. Letter should contain full name, address, Social Security Number and signature.

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:
The Navy’s rules for accessing records, and for contesting contents and appealing initial agency determinations are published in Secretary of the Navy Instruction 5211.5; 32 CFR part 701; or may be obtained from the system manager.

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:
Navy recruiting and reserve recruiting personnel and administrative staff; medical personnel conducting physical examinations and/or private physicians providing consultations or patient history; character and employer references; educational institutions, staff and faculty members; Selective Service Commission; local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies; prior or current military service records; Members of Congress.

Other officials and employees of the Department of the Navy, Department of Defense and components thereof, in the performance of their official duties and as specified by current instructions and regulations promulgated by competent authority.

EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED FOR THE SYSTEM:
Parts of this system may be exempt under the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552a(k)(1), (k)(5), (k)(6), and (k)(7) as applicable.

An exemption rule for this system has been promulgated in accordance with the requirements of 5 U.S.C. 553(b)(1), (2), and (3), (c) and (e) and published in 32 CFR part 701, subpart G. For additional information contact the system manager.

[FR Doc. E8–6636 Filed 3–31–08; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 5001–06–P

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Department of the Navy
[USN–2008–0018]

Privacy Act of 1974; System of Records

AGENCY: Department of the Navy, DoD.

ACTION: Notice to alter a system of records.

SUMMARY: The Department of the Navy proposes to alter a system of records notice in its existing inventory of records systems subject to the Privacy Act of 1974, (5 U.S.C. 552a), as amended.

DATES: This proposed action will be effective without further notice on May 1, 2008 unless comments are received which result in a contrary determination.


FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mrs. Doris Lama at (202) 685–6545.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Department of the Navy’s systems of records notices subject to the Privacy Act of 1974, (5 U.S.C. 552a), as amended, have been published in the Federal Register and are available from the address above.

The proposed system reports, as required by 5 U.S.C. 552a(r), of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, were submitted on March 21, 2008, to the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) pursuant to paragraph 4c of Appendix I to OMB Circular No. A–130, ‘Federal Agency Responsibilities for Maintaining Records About Individuals,’ dated February 8, 1996 (February 20, 1996, 61 FR 6427).

Dated: March 26, 2008.

L.M. Bynum,
Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison Officer, Department of Defense.

N12771–2

SYSTEM NAME:
Employee Relations Including Discipline, Employee Grievances, Complaints, Etc. (August 17, 1995, 60 FR 42852).

CHANGES:

SYSTEM ID:
Delete entry and replace with “NM12771–2”.

SYSTEM NAME:
Delete entry and replace with “Administrative Grievance Files.”

SYSTEM LOCATION:
CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM:
Delete entry and replace with “Navy and Marine Corps civilian employees paid from appropriated funds serving under career, career-conditional, temporary and excepted service appointments by whom grievances exist.”

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
Delete entry and replace with “Information pertaining to administrative grievances to include but not limited to individual’s name, address and Social Security Number (SSN).”

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:
Delete entry and replace with “10 U.S.C. 5013, Secretary of the Navy; 10 U.S.C. 5041, Headquarters, Marine Corps; and E.O. 9397 (SSN).”

PURPOSE(S):
Delete entry and replace with “To support management in the processing, administration, and adjudication of grievances and for program evaluation purposes.”

* * * * *

STORAGE:
Delete entry and replace with “Paper files in folders and electronic storage media.”

* * * * *

SAFEGUARDS:
Delete entry and replace with “Password controlled system, file, and element access based on predefined need-to-know. Physical access to terminals, terminal rooms, buildings and activities’ grounds are controlled by locked terminals and rooms, guards, personnel screening and visitor registers. For contractor operated facilities, client data is kept in a certified data facility. At no time is client data removed from the secure hosting environment and access to client data is only to those employees with a direct functional need. Password complexity, expiration, minimum length, and history will assist in assuring only appropriate personnel have access to client data.”

* * * * *

SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS:
Delete entry and replace with “For Navy: Employee Relations Program Manager, Office of Civilian Human Resources, 614 Sicard Street, SE., Suite 100, Washington Navy Yard, DC 20374–5072.”

For Marine Corps: Commandant of the Marine Corps (Code MPC-30), Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, 3280 Russell Road, Quantico, VA 22134–5103.”

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:
Delete entry and replace with “Individuals seeking to determine whether this system contains information about themselves should address written inquiries to the Commander/Commanding Officer of the activity assigned. Official mailing addresses are published in the Standard Navy Distribution List that is available at http://doni.daps.dla.mil/sndl.aspx.

Written request full name, last four digits of Social Security Number (SSN), and signed request.”

ACCESS PROCEDURES:
Delete entry and replace with “Individuals seeking access to information about themselves contained in this system of records should address written inquiries to the Commander/Commanding Officer of the activity assigned. Official mailing addresses are published in the Standard Navy Distribution List that is available at http://doni.daps.dla.mil/sndl.aspx.

Written request full name, last four digits of Social Security Number (SSN), and signed request.”

* * * * *

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:
Delete entry and replace with “Supervisors; individual; witnesses; correspondence files; e-mails; and databases.”

* * * * *

NM12771–2
SYSTEM NAME:
Administrative Grievance Files.

SYSTEM LOCATION:

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM:
Navy and Marine Corps civilian employees paid from appropriated funds serving under career, career-conditional, temporary and excepted service appointments by whom grievances exist.

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
Information pertaining to administrative grievances to include but not limit to individual’s name, address and Social Security Number (SSN).
Privacy Act of 1974 in regard to accessibility of such records except to the individual to whom the record pertains. The Navy’s ‘Blanket Routine Uses’ do not apply to these records.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING, RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, RETAINING, AND DISPOSING OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

STORAGE:
Paper files in folders and electronic storage media.

RETRIEVABILITY:
Filed by last name. SSN is used to differentiate individuals who have the same name.

SAFEGUARDS:
Password controlled system, file, and element access based on predefined need-to-know. Physical access to terminals, terminal rooms, buildings and activities’ grounds are controlled by locked terminals and rooms, guards, personnel screening and visitor registers. For contractor operated facilities, client data is kept in a certified data facility. At no time is client data removed from the secure hosting environment and access to client data is only to those employees with a direct functional need. Password complexity, expiration, minimum length, and history will assist in assuring only appropriate personnel have access to client data.

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL:
Complaint records are retained for six years after final adjudication. All other records are retained for two years or destroyed upon separation of the employee, whichever is later.

SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS:
For Marine Corps: Commandant of the Marine Corps (Code MPC–30), Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, 3280 Russell Road, Quantico, VA 22134–5103.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:
Individuals seeking to determine whether this system contains information about themselves should address written inquiries to the Commander/Commanding Officer of the activity assigned. Official mailing addresses are published in the Standard Navy Distribution List that is available at http://doni.daps.dla.mil/sndl.aspx.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:
Individuals seeking access to information about themselves contained in this system of records should address written inquiries to the Commander/Commanding Officer of the activity assigned. Official mailing addresses are published in the Standard Navy Distribution List that is available at http://doni.daps.dla.mil/sndl.aspx.
Written request should contain full name, last four digits of Social Security Number (SSN), and signed request.

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:
The Navy’s rules for accessing records, and for contesting contents and appealing initial agency determinations are published in Secretary of the Navy Instruction 5211.5; 32 CFR part 701; or may be obtained from the system manager.

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:
Supervisors; individual; witnesses; correspondence files; e-mails; and databases.

EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED FOR THE SYSTEM:
None.

BILLING CODE 5001–06–P

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Department of the Navy
[USD–2008–0015]
Privacy Act of 1974; System of Records
AGENCY: Department of the Navy, DoD.
ACTION: Notice to Amend a System of Records

SUMMARY: The Department of the Navy is amending a system of records notice in its existing inventory of record systems subject to the Privacy Act of 1974, (5 U.S.C. 552a), as amended.

DATES: This proposed action will be effective without further notice on May 1, 2008 unless comments are received which result in a contrary determination.


FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mrs. Doris Lama at (202) 685–6545.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Department of the Navy systems of records notices subject to the Privacy Act of 1974, (5 U.S.C. 552a), as amended, have been published in the Federal Register and are available from the address above.

The specific changes to the record system being amended are set forth below followed by the notice, as amended, published in its entirety. The proposed amendments are not within the purview of subsection (r) of the Privacy Act of 1974, (5 U.S.C. 552a), as amended, which requires the submission of a new or altered system report.

Dated: March 26, 2008.

L.M. Bynum,
Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison Officer, Department of Defense.

N01070–2

SYSTEM NAME:
Naval Attaché Files (December 1, 1998, 63 FR 66133).

CHANGES:

SYSTEM ID:
Change “N01070–2” to read “NM01070–2”.

SYSTEM NAME:
Delete entry and replace with “Attaché Nomination/Assignment Files.”

SYSTEM LOCATION:

* * * * *

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
Delete entry and replace with “File contains copies of questionnaires (i.e., Naval Attaché Background Inventory, Naval Attaché Opinion Inventory; Naval Attaché Relationship Questionnaire; and Substance Abuse Subtle Screening Inventory (SASSI)), data collected during personal interviews that can include name, Social Security Number (SSN), addresses, telephone numbers, dependent information, medical screenings, and other information from the individual’s military personnel file.”

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:
Delete entry and replace with “National Security Act of 1974, as amended; 10 U.S.C. 5013, Secretary of the Navy; 10 U.S.C. 5041, Headquarters, Marine Corps; and E.O. 9397 (SSN).”

PURPOSE(S):
Delete entry and replace with “To provide data to Navy, Marine Corps and Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) officials to determine suitability of Navy...